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FINLAND - Secretary: Johannes Helikivi
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GERMANY - Chair: Prof. Dr. Marianne Bröcker
Abt. Volksmusik, Universität Hamburg, Feldkirchenstr. 21, D-20049 Hamburg

HUNGARY - Secretary: Prof. László Vikár
c/o MTA, Zenetudományi Intézet, Pf. 28, H-1250 Budapest

ITALY - Chair: Prof. Tullio Magnini
Direzione di Musica e Spettacolo, Università degli Studi di Bologna
Via Galliera 3, 40121 Bologna

JAMAICA - Chair: Dr. Olive Lewin
Grace Kennedy & Co., Ltd., P.O.Box 84, 64 Harbour St., Kingston

JAPAN - Chair: Prof. Tsege Gen’ichi
c/o Tôyô Gôjûkaku Gakkai, Seita Hôgaku Kaikan
3, Sannō-chō, Ichigaya, Shinjuku-Ku, Tokyo 162

KOREA - Chair: Prof. Kwon Oh-Sung
Han Yang University, 17 Haengdong Dong, Songdonggu, Seoul 133-791
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Gammelstraat 108, NL-1093 VC Amsterdam

NORWAY - President: Ruth Anne Moen

Norsk folkmusikklag - Rådet for folkmusikk og folkedans, RÅ-senteret, N-7055 Drøgsvoll

OMAN - Chair: Khalfan al-Barwani
c/o Oman Centre for Traditional Music, P.O.B.1000 code 111 Seeb

POLAND - President: Prof. Anna Giekanowska

SLOVAKIA - President: Prof. Dr. Oskár Ešchek
Ostat-Hudobnej Vedy, Slovenska Akademia Vied
Dúbravská cesta 9, 841 05 Bratislava

SWEDEN - President: Dr. Kristo Malmgren
Musikmuseet, Box 16326, S-103 26 Stockholm

SWITZERLAND - President: Pietro Bianchi
Ceremonio 4a, CH-6900 Lugano

UNITED KINGDOM - Chair: Dr. Richard Widdess
c/o British Forum for Ethnomusicology
Centre of Music Studies, University of London
Thomhaugh Street, Russell Square, London WC1H 0XG

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Chair: Prof. Ricardo Trallats
(c/o Society for Ethnomusicology, SHAPS, Moore Hall, University of Hawai‘i
Honolulu, HI 96822-2318

VENEZUELA - President: Isabel Arez de Ramón y Rivera
Fundación de Ethnomusicología y Folklore
Apartado Postal 81.015, Caracas 1089 A
SUBMISSIONS FOR THE YEARBOOK FOR TRADITIONAL MUSIC (YTM)

The Editor of the YTM encourages submissions of articles and country reports from members and non-members alike. Specifications for submissions are printed in each YTM under the heading "Information for Authors" [p. V]. Please send submissions to:

YTM Editor: Prof. Dieter Christiansen
Center for Ethnomusicology, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027, USA
Fax: +212 - 854-1399; e-mail: itcm@prof.music.columbia.edu

SUBMISSIONS FOR YTM REVIEWS

On behalf of our Review Editors we remind members that they should submit their new publications/recordings/CDs for review or have their publishers send review copies to the respective editors:

ICTM Book Review Editor: Prof. Stephen Blum
Graduate Center, City University of New York
33 West 42nd Street, New York, NY 10036-8099, USA
Fax: +212 - 624-2642; e-mail: mic@min.a.cuny.edu

ICTM Film/Video Review Editor: Prof. John Baily
Goldsmiths College, University of London
Lewisham Way, London SE14 6NW
Fax: +81 1694 9911; e-mail: maajb@scorpio.goldsmiths.ac.uk

PLEASE DO NOT SEND NEW PUBLICATIONS/RECORDS/CDS TO THE ADDRESS OF THE ICTM SECRETARIAT (Dept of Music, Columbia University). We cannot, as a rule, forward materials received at the Secretariat.

The timely publication of the Yearbook for Traditional Music depends, among other things, upon the cooperation of those who have agreed to submit reviews for the YTM. Please do keep your deadlines!

SUBMISSIONS FOR THE BULLETIN OF THE ICTM

The Bulletin will consider news for or from international meetings that may be of interest to the ICTM membership. Priority is given to UNESCO affiliated organizations.

Deadlines for submissions to the Bulletin

April Bulletin: 1st of March

All submissions should be sent, whenever possible, by e-mail or on an IBM compatible diskette. E-mail and snail mail addresses are the same as above for the YTM.

UNESCO RECORDS

Proposals for compact discs in the UNESCO Records Series are welcome and should be sent to Prof. Dieter Christiansen, Att: UNR, at the same address as listed for the YTM above (incl. fax, e-mail). It is best to, first, send an inquiry with a brief description of the project (1-2 pages) as a basis for further discussions. The ICTM Committee for UNESCO Records will then provide technical and other advice.

MAILING SCHEDULES FOR ICTM PUBLICATIONS

To keep our mailing lists accurate and avoid unnecessary and costly separate shipping, we ask you to, please, send your address changes in time for our mailings, at the latest one month before the shipping date below:

April Bulletin: April of respective year
YTM and October Bulletin: Beginning to mid-December of respective year.
(Usually mailed together).
Directories: In December of uneven years.

All mail goes out via surface and/or F/SAL (printed matter express upon additional payment of US$4.00). Please allow at least 6-12 weeks for surface mail to reach you, depending on your location.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

34TH WORLD CONFERENCE - 50TH ANNIVERSARY OF IFMC/ICTM
PRELIMINARY ANNOUNCEMENT

Sessions of the 34th ICTM World Conference are scheduled to take place from 22 - 28 June 1997 in Nitra, a short distance from Bratislava, Slovakia. The official First Notice will be published in the April 1996 Bulletin with more detailed information on conference themes and venue.

PROGRAMME COMMITTEE

Chair: Prof. Dr. Wim van Zanten, The Netherlands
Members: Prof. Dieter Christiansen, U.S.A.
Prof. Dr. Oskár Elschek, Slovakia
Dr. Arne Giuricichau, Denmark
Prof. Dr. Bruno Nettl, U.S.A.
Dr. Tsao Pen-yeh, Hong Kong

Local Organization: Prof. Dr. Oskár Elschek.

THEMES

The following themes have been established for the conference:

1. Music and Dance of Peasant Societies in National and Political Contexts.
2. Music of the World's Cultures in Education
3. Music and Dance as Identity Markers in Multicultural Societies
4. Traditional Music, Digital Technology and Electronic Networks
5. Sound and Image in the Study and Presentation of Traditional Music and Dance
6. Traditional Music and World Beat
7. Musical Instruments in the 20th Century

Invited are also contributions that do not fall into this set of themes. 'Special Sessions' and panels on other themes will be considered if suitable submissions are made. They should be organized in such a fashion that there will be much opportunity for discussion.

PAPERS

Members who wish to present a paper are asked to send their proposal in the form of an Abstract as soon as possible and before October 1, 1996 to

Dr. Wim van Zanten
Department of Cultural and Social Studies
Leiden University
P.O.Box 955
2300 RB Leiden, The Netherlands
Tel: +32-71 - 527 34 65 / 527 34 74
Fax: +32-71 - 527 36 19
E-mail: zanten@kul6w.ledeminv.nl

Sending your proposal by E-mail, or sending a hard copy plus computer-diskette is preferred. Proposals should include the title of the paper, an outline of its contents, the language in which the paper will be presented, and the type(s) of illustrations to be used. Its length should be between half and one typewritten page (200-400 words). It is expected that all papers will present new insights. Abstracts of papers which have been previously presented in print or otherwise will be rejected. The
Programme Committee reserves the right to accept those proposals which, in their opinion, fit best into the scheme of the conference. Members will be notified around 1 January 1997 whether or not their proposals are accepted. In order to assure opportunity for discussion, each presentation will be allowed a maximum of twenty minutes.

Students are encouraged to submit their proposals. Please note that only those proposals will be considered whose authors are members of ICTM in good standing.

ICTM NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR THE UNITED KINGDOM

The ICTM National Committee for the U.K. (formerly the ICTM (UK Chapter) has adopted the name 'British Forum for Ethnomusicology'. Its principal officers are:

- Chairman: Dr. Richard Widdess
- Secretary: Dr. Martin Clayton
- Treasurer: Ms. Lara Allen
- ICTM Liaison: Dr. David Hughes
- Conference Secretary: Dr. Martin Stokes.

Richard Widdess

19TH SYMPOSIUM OF THE ICTM STG ON ETHNOCHOREOLOGY

The 19th Symposium will be organized by Daniela Stavelova of the Ustav pro etnografi a folkloristiku AV CR in collaboration with Hannah Laudova and take place August 5-11, 1996 in the castle of Trest near the town of Jihlava in the southeast of the Czech Republic. Members of the Programme Committee are Theresa Buckland, England (chair), Daniela Stavelova, Czech Republic (local organiser), and Egil Bakka, Norway.

THEMES

- Dance and Style
  - concepts of style in relation to dance and other culturally codified movement systems, aesthetics, other social and expressive practices, etc.
  - relation(s) between musical and dance style(s)
  - transmission of style
  - personal, family, groups, gender, regional, national styles, etc.
  - methodologies for the study of dance and style.
- Children and Traditional Dancing: suggestions for approaches
  - children's traditional dance and movement repertoire, e.g. dance, games, etc.
  - use of children's folklore in education, contemporary and historical traditional dancing as a socialization process for children
  - transmission of children's traditional dance and movement repertoire
  - methodologies for the study of children and traditional dancing.

Deadline for proposals was 15 November 1995. This deadline will be strictly observed.

Membership: members are reminded that this is a Study Group which requires ICTM membership. Please ensure that your membership is fully operative. This is necessary even if you are not intending to make a presentation.

New members who do not wish to make a full presentation on the above themes may make a brief presentation of themselves, their work, and their expectations in connection with the Study Group (max. 5 minutes).

Accommodation and registration costs: registration fee 60DM; Lodging and board 50DM.

Correspondence should be directed to:

Theresa Buckland, Department of Dance Studies, University of Surrey, Guildford, Surrey GU2 5XH, England. Tel: 00 44 1483 300800 x3024 or 00 44 1483 259326. Fax: 00 44 1483 259392/300803. E-mail: theresa.buckland@surrey.ac.uk

Daniela Stavelova, U Druhe Baterie 3, 162 00 Praha 6, Czech Republic or Ustav pro etnografi a folkloristiku AV CR, Machova 7, 120 00 Praha 2, Czech Republic. Tel: 00 42 2 25 46 48. Fax: 00 42 2 25 04 30

Egil Bakka, RFF-senteret, N-7055 Dragvoll, Norway. Tel/fax: 00 47 73 59 65

75. E-mail: egil.bakka@ahu.unit.no

[Excerpt from Call for Papers and Participation, ed.]

Theresa Buckland

Proceedings from the 1994 STG meeting in Poland were published by the Polish Society for Ethnochoreology and the Institute of Art, Polish Academy of Sciences under the title: Dance Ritual and Music. Editors: Grazyna Dabrowska and Ludwik Bielawski. Warszawa 1995.

STUDY GROUP ON MUSIC ARCHAEOLOGY

A "small" Study Group meeting was held in Turin, Italy at "News '95", the International Rock Art Congress, August 31-September 6, 1995. Its symposium "Rock Art and Music Archaeology" contained mostly papers related to rock art, some of them with strikingly new results. They will appear in a "Music-Archaeological Offprint" later this year.

The 5th meeting of the STG will be held in Limassol/Cyprus, August 27-30, 1996. The first announcement will soon be mailed to members of the Study Group.

Ellen Hickmann

DIRECTORY OF TRADITIONAL MUSIC 1995 SHIPPED

The 5th edition of the Directory of Traditional Music will be shipped from the printing plant to all paid-up members/institutions mid-December 1995 as, for that matter, were the 1993 and the 1991 editions.

The majority of our individual members have updated their records - addresses and interests - since 1993. Some of the update forms were difficult to decipher. We would appreciate if in the future entries are typed or written in block letters. Special care should be taken with telephone/fax numbers (country and area codes as well as office and/or home phone numbers which should be listed as such) as well as with e-mail addresses.

We hope that the new addition of an alphabetical index of names will facilitate searches.

The 1995 edition of the Directory will go online with Ethnoforum, and we shall update it from time to time. Therefore, we would like to receive any changes you want to make in your entries as soon when they occur.

NEWS FROM OTHER INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

Foundations of the Association for Korean Music Research

At the 40th Annual Meeting of the Society for Ethnomusicology held during October 19-22, 1995 in Los Angeles, a group of approximately thirty scholars and
musicians specializing or interested in Korean music founded the Association for Korean Music Research (hereafter AKMR). The occasion of the formation of the AKMR is, to cite its founding document, “the first effort to establish an international community of scholars to promote, exchange, and advance in-depth study of Korean music as a distinctive cluster of traditions.” Dr. Byong Won Lee, Professor of Ethnomusicology at the University of Hawai’i at Manoa, was elected as President of the AKMR. The six elected Steering Committee members are Mr. Joseph Celli (Director, Korean Performing Arts Institute, New York), Dr. Marnie Dilling (University of California at San Diego), Dr. Okon Hwang (Eastern Connecticut State University), Miss You Young Kang (University of Pennsylvania), Mr. Andrew Killick (University of Washington) and Dr. Robert Provene (University of Durham). In addition, Miss Ruth K. Oh, an attorney-at-law with a background of ethnomusicology, had agreed to serve as counsel.

Interested parties should contact Dr. Byong Won Lee, Music Department, University of Hawai‘i, 2411 Dole Street, Honolulu, HI 96822-2318 (telephone: 808-956-7618; fax: 808-956-9657; e-mail: byong@hawaii.edu).

**“Think Music Think The World”**

“Working toward new links between ethnology and ethnomusicology”, International Conference, University of Nanterre, 14-16 March 1996.

This conference aims at a joint discussion between ethnologists and ethnomusicologists. A number of themes interesting to both disciplines have been chosen: ritual, oral literature; conceptualization; social differentiation and political action; aesthetics. special emphasis will be given to debate at this forum.

The conference is organized by the Laboratoire d’ethnologie et de sociologie comparative (UMR 116 du CNRS, Université de Paris X) and the Laboratoire d’ethnomusicologie (UMR 9957 du CNRS, Musée de l’Homme). Information from UMR 9957, Dept. d’ethnomusicologie, Musée de l’Homme, 17 Place du Trocadéro, 75116 Paris. Tel: (1) 47 04 58 63; fax: (1) 47 55 05 47.

Miriam Rovsing Olsen

**International Ballad Conference**

The Ballad Commission of the International Society for Ethnology and Folklore invites to the 26th International Ballad Conference at the University of Wales, Swansea, July 19-22, 1996.

Suggested themes: Frances James Child (1825-1896) - the editor of The English and Scottish Popular Ballads & “his” songs: historical, comparative & contemporary perspectives; Ballads & as Literature; Narrative Singing in Wales; Beyond Eurocentrism.

Contact address: tom Cheesman, School of European Languages, University of Wales Swansea, Swansea SA2 8PP, GB. Fax: +1792-295710; e-mail: l.cheesman @swan.ac.uk

**12th ESEM Conference**

The 12th conference of the European Seminar in Ethnomusicology will take place from 8-14 September 1996 in the vicinity of Toulouse, France.

Contact address: Peter Crowe, Secretary General, 29, rue Roquelaine, 31000 Toulouse, France. Fax: +33 61.63.67.30.
STUDY GROUP: Historical Sources of Folk Music

Invited by the Dansk Folkemindesamling (Danish Folklore Archives) and the 11th conference of the STG on Historical Sources of Folk Music took place in Copenhagen from April 24 to 28, 1995. Jens Henrik Koudal and Svend Nielsen from the Dansk Folkemindesamling organized this meeting.

Around 30 participants from 15 countries joined in presenting recent results of their research on the topics: "Traditional Music between Urban and Rural Communities" and "Music and Working". Below follows a listing of 23 papers presented and discussed:

- Bjørn Aksdal (Norway): The mining town of Roeros - a melting pot for musical impulses
- Rudolf Brandl (Germany): "Wechselbeziehungen zwischen städtischer und ländlicher traditioneller Musik in Griechenland im 19. und 20. Jahrhundert"
- Anne Caufriez (Belgium): "The female polyphony of W. Portugal (Minho province)"
- Ferial Daja (Italy/Albania): "Volksmusik in den Städten des Kernlandes"
- Zorkia Iglesias (Amsterdam): "The Rhythmical Structure of the Bolivian wayno"
- Helga Thiel (Austria): "Zum landlichen und städtischen Musizieren in Osterreich im 20. Jahrhundert"
- Maria Samokovlieva (Bulgaria): "Die stadtischen humoristischen Traditionen im 20. Jahrhundert"
- Susanne Ziegler (Germany): "Die Stadtmusikanten im Arbeitsleben des 17. bis 19. Jahrhunderts in Mitteleuropa"

The next (12th) conference of the STG will be held in Thessaloniki in the autumn of 1997, locally organized by Dimitris Themelis.

Doris Stockmann

STUDY GROUP: Ethnochoreology

Members of the Study Groups on Ethnochoreology and Iconography gathered in Innsbruck, Austria, June 13 to 18, 1995 for a joint meeting on "Myth and Reality in Dance Pictures" attended by over 20 scholars from 11 countries. Tilman Seebass, Lisbet Torp and Marianne Bröcker headed the Organization Committee and the place of venue was the Institut für Musikwissenschaft at the Universität Innsbruck.

The meeting brought together scholars from ethnomusicology, movement analysis and art history. Participants presented a large variety of iconographic media ranging from paintings to photographs, miniatures to religious illustrations, pottery to tombstones, and graphic works to screens. Concepts such as "deception" and "representation", their distinction from one another, and the importance of the context in which they were produced were discussed as well as intention of the artist and depiction of the dancing figures as "the other". Papers centered mainly upon two different interpretations of "myth": the religious and the national. A historical perspective was dominant in most presentations, some showing cultural continuities between past depictions/representations of movements with present ethnographic data. Papers with examples from the Far Eastern world stimulated discussions about the notion of "time" and "reality" and their representations. An important part of the discussion centered on movement found in pictures. Many participants expressed their concern on interpreting every movement picture as "dance". Since dance iconography is also about an "artistic translation" we saw in many of the presentations the operation of different layers of symbolism. Depictions of musicians and musical instruments formed strong reference points in most discussions. Some papers called attention to the costumes as important signifiers of a dance genre, while others explored the
STUDY GROUP: Music Archaeology
Music Images and the Bible - Instruments - Forms - Symbolism
Conjoint Conference of ICTM STGs on Music Archaeology and Iconography
Are Music Archaeology and Music Iconography related fields that can complement one another? To find out more about this question the two Study Groups in the ICTM held a joint meeting in Israel (Jerusalem and Ramat-Gan) on the topic indicated above. December 29, 1994 - January 3, 1995. 31 participants from 12 countries met for discussions in the two fields. The conference was organized by Prof. Joachim Braun and Judith Asher of the Department of Musicology, Bar-Ilan University at Ramat-Gan. Places of venue were the Israel Museum and the Hebrew University of Jerusalem and the Bar-Ilan University of Ramat-Gan. The event that included an exhibit of archaeological artifacts in the Museum of Jerusalem, excursions and a concert of contemporary and traditional music of Israel was sponsored by the Fritz Thyssen Stiftung, the Israel Academy of Sciences and Humanities, the Israel Ministry of Jerusalem and the Bar-Ilan University of Ramt-Gan.

Musical artifacts of ancient Israel and its environs - Syria, Asia Minor, Mesopotamia and Egypt - were discussed by music archaeologists. Western and Eastern illuminated manuscript, mostly from the Middle Ages, served as sources for the iconographers. Keynote speaker, Bezael Narkiss (Hebrew University) gave a broad and knowledgeable paper on "Biblical iconography in Jewish, Christian and Moslem art". Israel territory has been a crossroad for millennia, and whoever lived there at a particular time was heavily influenced by neighboring people, their material culture and musical instruments. Music archaeological papers related to these circumstances in many respects. Werner Baehmann (Borna/Germany) exemplified the problem of the bell in Hellenistic-Roman mystery cults of Asia Minor, explaining the so-called "bell-man" statue - found in Turkish museums - as part of the Dionysos cult. He used sarcophagi and other monuments with his interpretation, and described the use of bells also in Jewish and Christian rites quoting written sources such as Plutarch and others, thus constructing intercultural parallels ("Die Glocke im hellenistisch-römischen Mysterienkult Kleinasiens"). - Bathja Bayer (Hebrew University, Jerusalem) compared the pictorial finds of the "Phoenician orchestra" with a "bell-man" statuette - found in Turkish museums - as part of the Dionysos cult. He used written sources such as Plutarch and others, thus constructing intercultural parallels ("Die Glocke im hellenistisch-römischen Mysterienkult Kleinasiens"). - Baitha Bayer (Hebrew University, Jerusalem) compared the pictorial finds of the "Phoenician orchestra" with the visual evidence of the "Phoenician orchestra" taking into account the interference of representational conventions and constraints ("The Phoenician orchestra: a further perspective"). - Annie Caubet (Musée du Louvre, Paris) discussed recently excavated musical instruments at Ras Shamra/Ugarit that can help to understand the musical terms in the Bible. The finds date from the end of the 2nd millennium BC and could explain the instrumental accompaniment of chants and religious or social ceremonies in the biblical world of the same time ("Musical instruments from Ugarit and the Bible"). - Anne Draffkorn Kilmer (UC Berkeley) concentrated on an illustrated cuneiform text that explains cultic rituals from the late Babylonian/Seleucid period connected with two types of percussion instruments ("drums"). They could have been skin drums producing more than one musical pitch, or bronze kettle drums of the Duxong type ("The eyes of the drums: a difficult cuneiform text"). - Amos Kloner (Hebrew University) and Joachim Braun (Ramat-Gan University) gave a paper on Hellenic Mariotta which, since the 10th century BC, had been both a battlefield of Judaea, Egypt, Philistia, Edomites, Hittite, Hurrians, and Sidonian-Greek forces, and a center of active cultural interaction. Two wall drawings from the 2nd century BC depict musicians: a trumpet player in a hunting scene and the well-known duo of musicians with a harp and an aulos ("Hellenic Mariotta: burial-hunt-music"). - Bo Lawergren (Hunter College, New York) submitted a paper on Phoenician music archaeology and cultural influences ("String instruments of the Phoenicians and their culture"). - Ya'akov Meshorer (Israel Museum, Jerusalem) showed Jewish and non-Jewish coins found on Israel territory ornated with musical instruments of their time and culture. He saw the different string instruments and trumpets on Bar Kochba coins as symbolizing the desire to rebuild the Temple and restore its holy ceremonies ("Musical instruments on coins of Eretz Israel").

Four colleagues read free papers. Isabella Elyam (Academy of Sciences, Moscow) discussed research problems in Russia concerning musical manuscripts and archaeological materials. The shortcomings are mainly due to a lack of attention and interest by the former administration and its hostility towards the exploration of philosophical, ethnical and religious systems of people ("Musical manuscripts and archaeological materials in Russia research problems"). - Alexander Hausler (Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Berlin) analysed pictures and originals of early string instruments of the north-Pontian region used by Skyths and the Samarthians. As the northern parts of the Black Sea have been colonized by the Greek, he concluded that the whole culture including music and musical instruments was strongly influenced by the conquerors; consequently the lyres depicted on objects of everyday use and the original finds can well have been Greek ("Friihe' Saiteninstrumente im nordpontischen Raum"). - Li Youping (Wuhan Conservatory, China) presented a survey of musical artifacts from the South Chinese Chu state (1st millennium BC). He tried to reconstruct the sacred music and dance with both material relics of instruments and historical documents - sources of religious rites - and showed videos of his research ("Research on music relics of Chu state"). - Sumi Gunji (Kunitachi College, Tokyo) described the oldest Buddhist stationery bell in Japan (698 AD), its history, its symbolism and its sound. Many legends related to the bell survive to our time as themes of literature or pieces of dance and music ("Symbolism of a Buddhist stationery bell in Japan").

Most of the music-archaeological papers corresponded to the idea of Music Archaeology. As Ellen Hickmann (Hochschule für Musik und Theater Hannover) pointed out in her paper on music in the tradition of the Bible, the "archaeology of music" - as it is often called - tries to find out the very first emanations of music using ethnohistorical and comparative methods even those of the old "Kulturkreislehre" ("Archaeological sources of the Instrumenta Hieronymi" - do they exist?). Music archaeology is not concerned with this; instead its purpose is the study of archaeological finds of sound producing devices independent of their age and geography. They may be dating to the Stone Age or to the 17th century AD. In order to be a subject of study they must have been excavated and documented by archaeologists with their methods (see the papers of A. Caubet, A. Hausler, A. Kloner, J. Braun, Li Youping, Y.
Nancy van Deusen (Claremont Graduate School) analyzed cithara depiction of the healing power of music ("David and Saul: a session in music therapy"). Bjorn Tammen (University of Cologne) hypothesized about the biblical pictures with "David and Goliath and tried to arrive at general observations on the figura ("Musik als Thema in den Fresken bulgarischer Kloster"), "Posaune and Vision: von der mittelbyzantinischen Parousietradition zum spat- und byzantine de David et de ses instruments de musique").

A third group of papers dealt with Jewish topics. Andras Borgo (University of Innsbruck) discussed musical illustrations in Haggadah manuscripts ("Biblical instruments in miniatures of the Haggadah") and showed how in the Haggadah textual and pictorial traditions merge with contemporary ritual. Zoltan Falvy (Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Budapest) surveyed "Biblical music in the Kaufmann manuscripts". In a free paper, Joseph Dorfman (Tel-Aviv University) presented illustrated title pages from printed music ("Iconography of Jewish art music published in Russia: 1900-1950").

The vast archaeological field of Marissa with its musical depictions (see the paper of Kloner/Braun) was the aim of an excursion. The place is characteristic for the multicultural witnesses of the Holy Land with its many strata of archaeology, its various antiquities, thus its incomparable history.

The meeting closed with a concert in which Israel presented itself as both a country for Israeli music and a place for the preservation of traditions of Jewish musicians from various parts of the world. We first heard a few compositions for flute and piano by the composer A. Amzalag and A. Boscovitch, then a number of superb pieces by a traditional group of musicians from Bukhara (directed by S. Takhalov).

Ellen Hickmann, Tilman Seebass

STUDY GROUP: Iconography

The Study Group met twice in 1995; the first time in January in Jerusalem and Ramat Gan near Tel-Aviv at a meeting organized by Joachim Braun of Bar-Ilan University and held together with the ICTM Study Group on Music Archaeology; the second time in June in Innsbruck ("Myth and Reality. in Dance Pictures"). This meeting, too, was held jointly with another ICTM Study Group - this time with the STG on Ethnochorology.

The number of participants in Israel was close to 30, in Innsbruck slightly above 20. It confirmed my experiences from earlier meetings that 3-5 workdays and 20-23 participants are ideal. For the details, see the reports on these meetings in this Bulletin. The interdisciplinary mix (with archaeologists, colleagues in textual scholarship, art historians, ethnomusicians, scholars from European music history, choirologists, specialists in area studies, museologists) was considered by everyone to be an asset. We want to adhere to this policy with our invitations. Both meetings confirmed the need to try as much as possible to concentrate on specific themes and gently "prod" the participants to stick to them. Otherwise the discussions tend to become trite or unfocussed.

Our next meeting, the eighth, will be held in Burgos (Spain) May 15-20, 1996. The theme will be 'Music and Dance in Pictures of Popular and Courtly Feasts (Southern Europe, 1500-1750)'. We are now sending out a first set of invitations to those colleagues of whom we assume that they are interested, and particularly those who have not been at our recent meetings. If you know of a colleague who should be invited, let me know as soon as possible.

We have always welcomed in our meetings colleagues who so far have not been members of the ICTM. If you would like to remain on my list, please join the society. Moreover, I have found that some members of ICTM consider themselves member of the Study Group without having declared iconography as an area of interest in the ICTM Directory. Please add it to the index words in your entry for the next edition, by writing to the ICTM Secretariat in New York.

I am very happy to report that a number of articles based on papers given in our meetings have appeared in Imago Musicae, The International Yearbook of Musical Iconography, published by the Libreria Musicale Italiana Editrice, Lucca. Volume VII grew out of papers given in The Hague 1986 and Orta San Giulio 1988; volume VIII in Thessaloniki 1990. The publisher informs me that the price will go up from £15.00 to 0-81.00 by January 1996. Those who would like to subscribe to the series or obtain parts of it are advised to do so before the end of the year.

Beyond Burgos we have not yet plans for another meeting. What surprised me at the meetings of Jerusalem and Innsbruck was, that there still seems to be undimin...
ish need for methodological guidance. Since the tenth is coming up soon, we may perhaps consider to combine the decennial celebration with a return to the theme of the first meeting “Methods of Musical Iconography”.

No matter how we decide, we shall continue to use the world congress of ICTM to organize work sessions for methodological purposes and to accommodate those members of the Study Group who because of the choice of the topic did not have a chance to participate in a meeting. The next one shall be in Bratislava (Slovakia) in 1997. The format of 1 or 2 slides and five minutes of presentation per contributor has proven to be successful in Berlin, Schladming and Madrid (IMS) that we shall keep it. Work sessions have the advantage that there is no restriction on topics, participation is free and not dependent on the acceptance of a proposal - while still allowing everyone to submit independently a proposal for a normal 20 minute paper and to organize formal sessions with iconographic topics.

Please write to me if you would like to organize the ninth or tenth meeting - particularly if you are not from one of the countries which so far have been our hosts. Here is the honors list:

1986 Netherlands: “Music-iconographic methods in folk- and non-Western art”
1988 Italy: “North-Mediterranean folk music in the visual arts”
1990 Greece: “The spirit of Greek music in ancient art”
1990 Uzbekistan: “Music in the visual arts of Central Asia”
1993 Germany: “Image and reality in the presentation of musical processions, 1600-1757”
1994/5 Israel: “Music images and the Bible”
1995 Austria: “Myth and reality in dance pictures”
1996 Spain: “Music and dance in pictures of popular and courtly feasts, southern Europe, 1500-1756”

Tilmann Seebass

STUDY GROUP: Music and Gender

The Music and Gender Group met in Punat, Croatia, from 26th to 24th of September, 1995. Under the general theme of “Music, Violence, War, and Gender” 18 papers were presented. Two panels addressed the specifics on music, war and exile in Croatia and the impact of cultural disturbances on gender roles in music. For the first time in the history of the Study Group several papers dealt with fluidity of gender roles and the advantages of ambiguity in unstable social situations.

The group enjoyed the balmy weather on the island of Krk which combined concerts of local music with wine tasting and delicious meals. We greatly enjoyed the hospitality and organizational efforts of Gorana Delneri made in collaboration with Matica Hrvatska and the Institu za Ethnologiju i Folkloristiku Zagreb as well as the members of the local organizing committee Nafta Celibasic and Grozdana Marosevic for making this meeting not only very productive but also very enjoyable.

In the business meeting, Asc. Professor Pirkko Moisala from the University of Turka, Finland, became re-elected as the co-chair of the STG for another two-year term and future meetings were discussed.

Plans are firm for a one-day meeting of the group to be held in Gothenburg, Sweden, on the 29th of April, 1996, to follow a conference on Music, Gender, and Pedagogies to be hosted by the Department of Musicology of the University of Gothenburg, Sweden. The Study Group meeting will consist of discussions focusing on ethnomusicology, gender and pedagogics. STG members are also welcomed to attend the preceding conference.

For further information about the conference and accommodation in Gothenburg, please, contact the local organizer, Dr. Margaret Myers, Department of Musicology, Gothenburg University, P.O.Box 5439, S-402 29 Gothenburg, Sweden (tel: +46 31 773 4082/3, fax: +46 31 773 4089, email: margaret.myers@musik.gu.se). Please note that the accommodation should be reserved before the end of February.

The Study Group is also invited to submit proposals for a full meeting to be held in College Park, University of Maryland, USA, in the Fall of 1996, on the topic of “Gender and the Musics of Death”. Specifics will be forthcoming in a letter to the members.

Marcia Herndon and Pirkko Moisala (co-chairs)

STUDY GROUP: Maqâm

The third meeting of the STG was held October 2-5, 1995 upon invitation from the Department of Folk Tradition of the University of Tampere, Finland, in Tampere and Võrumaa. Thirteen scholars from ten countries (Azerbaijan, Egypt, Finland, France, Greece, Germany, Russian Federation, Turkey, United States, Uzbekistan) participated in this meeting. Ten more specialists have shown interest to come but could not attend due to lack of funding.

Theme of the meeting, of what members thought to have been a very successful and stimulating event, was “Structure and Idea of Maqâm in Different Regions East and West: Historical Approaches”. Presentations focused mainly on traditions of the Ottoman era to which more than half of the papers were dedicated: Agaeva: “The Turkic branch of medieval theory of maqâm” - Tura: “Structural changes in the Turkish concept of maqâm” - Aksoy: “Towards the definition of the modern Turkish makamm” - Pennanen: “On the dromos Hozanz in Greek Rebetiko music” - Jouste: “Survivals of maqâm-based music in Greek cafè-maman music” - Kaimakis: “Echoes, maqâm and tropos in Byzantine, Oriental and Greek music” - Falahalla: “Some unknown maqâmús of the Turkish tasenda” - Elsner: “Bassflöte und combari in Algerian classical music”. Jean during gave an almost sensational paper on “The Baluchi zahiriq, a great modal system to be discovered”.

The Musical Committee of the Egyptian High Council of Culture has organized a very important symposium to tackle the issue of “traditional music in Egypt till the end of the 20th century”. Important scholars from Egypt, the Arab countries, America and Europe were invited to read papers and follow the warm discussions that took place during the meetings of the Symposium in the Hall of the High Council of Culture which were attended by representatives from most musical institutions and academies from Egypt and some Arab countries.

The inauguration of this Symposium that lasted from the 9th through the 13th
of April 1995 - was held at the National Cultural Centre (The new Opera House) under the auspices of Farouk Hosny, Minister of Culture, the chairman of the Cultural Center, and many competent scholars from foreign countries. Papers submitted were of great interest and covered the major subjects of traditional music, popular music, art music other than the folklore and the mass-media.

A summary of the most important papers that provoked feverish discussions which went into full swing, as equated by speakers in previous symposia, is given below:

1. The paper of Dr. Atef Abd El Hamid mentioned the richness of modulation in the musical works of the veteran singer and composer Mohammed Abd El Wahab. He recommended that a team of experts should research his works to get insights for a theory on modulation in Arabic music, esp. for the transcription of musical improvisations on Arabic musical instruments.

2. A precious paper was read by Dr. Margit Toth from Hungary, in which she stressed the importance of explaining and fixing the terminology and definitions of Arabic music. Concerning this she said, ‘Ethnomusicology is the geographical aspect of musical culture. It was always compounded of two parts:
   a) the structure of musical sound as a system in itself
   b) the treatment of the music as a functional part of human culture and its role in the wider social and cultural organisation of man. Ethnomusicology is the study of music in every culture, anywhere in the world’.

3. The assiduous researcher, lawyer and scholar, Dr. Mohammed Mahmoud Loffy explained in his valuable paper legal rights of musical creations (words, melodies, publications). He published a book considered now to be a rare Arabic reference for all technical details that concern musical composers and publishers.

Other papers were submitted by Prof. Dr. Samha El Kholy, Dr. Ikram Matter, Prof. Dr. Khairy El Malt, Abd El Hamid Tawfic Zaky, Mahmoud Kamel, Dr. Kadry Sorour, Isam El Goder from El Bahrein, Hanan Abu El Magd, Aly Othman, Prof. Dr. Zain Nassar, Kreman Harak, Gehan Kamel, Rashed Dawood, Effat Mahmoud Ezzat, Ahmed Abu El Eld and Ahmed Shafic Abu-Oaf. Those competent scholars mentioned new ideas to solve problems that handicap the development of Arabic music. I’ll manage to send a summary of these ideas in a later report to ICTM. A follow up on the ideas and suggestions mentioned in these reports will fulfill the reformations needed in Arabic music.

A participant in the symposium affirmed that Mohammed A. Wahhab has reached a musical height never attained by another Arabic musician before him, therefore, his works should be collected, verified, notated, analyzed and widely propagated by all means of publications and the media.

Recommendations of the Symposium:

1. A centre dedicated to musical publication should be established to issue a musical magazine and pamphlets of musical culture like those that had been issued during the fifties, the sixties and seventeenth of this century by the Higher Musical Committee.

2. According to the provoking discussions that took place around musical education, the Symposium recommended that our mother-tongue of music should be taught in all levels of schools, academies and musical institutions.

3. The research projects commissioned by the Ministry of Culture should be encouraged and widely disseminated.

4. The Musical Committee of the High Council of Culture in co-operation with

the National Cultural Centre (opera) should constitute a vital wellspring of musical energy for the propagation of our authentic musical heritage.

5. All sorts of musical competitions should be periodically organized by competent governmental authorities.

6. Books of lives and works of traditional composers – like that issued by Prism of the Ministry of Culture about the life and works of Riyad El Sonbaty – such books should also be published for Mohammed El Kassabgy, Aziz El Shawan, Farid El Atrash.

The panel of scholars that participated in this Symposium recommended that seminars should be repeatedly organized every now and then to discuss major issues of Arabic music like revival of the musical drama in all Arab countries.

Ahmed Shafic Abu-Oaf

LIAISON OFFICER: Greece

Several ethnomusicological studies and recordings of Greek traditional music have been published in 1994. This report will give a short overview:

Vrelis Aristotelis: Music Folklore: Contribution to the Greek Traditional Music Research and to its Relations with the Byzantine and European Music. Ioannina 1993 (released in 1994).

Kavkopoulos Pantelis: Sozopolis Table Songs and Thrice Dancing Songs. Ed. by the Institute for Balkan Studies.

The following diploma studies were carried out at the School of Fine Arts of the University of Thessaloniki: Karamichali Georgia: Soufli folk songs; Kontogianni Paraskevi: Samarina folk songs; Kosmidou Vasiliki: The songs of Nikiti, Halkidiki; Kouri Vasiliki: Mani mourning songs; Petkaki Fotini: Trifolos folk songs; Poularki Fotini: Pontic songs of the Veroia area; Sarlantzi Maria: Sochos songs.

The Society for the Spread of National Music has released a tape and a record of national and historic songs.

The artistic society for traditional music “Domna Samiou” has released a record of “Apokriatika” songs.

The Musical Folklore Archive for the Asia Minor studies center published “Chouliarades 2”, historic records of 78 rpm from the Melpo Merle collection in 1930, as well as recent recordings of the archive under the supervision of M. F. Dragoumis.

Similar editions related to Greek traditional music and songs are published in Cyprus. I have written recently the preface to a book in preparation by Panicos Giorgoudes.

Dimitris Themelis

LIAISON OFFICER: Kazakhstan

Report of the First International Symposium “Music of the Turkic Peoples”

The First International Symposium “Music of the Turkic Peoples” was held at the Scholars’ House of the National Academy of Sciences in Almaty on May 3-8, 1994. It was organized by the Almaty Kamganyo State Conservatory, Ministry of Culture, and the Composers’ Union of the Republic of Kazakhstan.

Preliminary work began already long before the beginning of the Symposium, in 1992. The organizing and program committees were formed, headed by the Rector
of Almaty State Conservatory, Prof. Diirez Kaseinov, and by Dr Bulat Karakulov. Members of the committee were famous scholars of CIS: Firuz Kamayev (Bashkortostan), Alexander Djumaev (Uzbekistan) Makhmud Nigmatzyanov (Tatarstan), Shakhym Gulyaev (Turkmenistan), Kamchibek Dushaliev (Kyrgyzstan), Ivan Aleksseev (Yakutia), Asiya Mukhambetova (Kazakhstan).

Conception of the Symposium

During the last few decades Oriental traditional music has drawn the attention of scholars from different countries around the world. Several established international organizations located in CIS countries are working in the field of traditional Oriental music. Foremost are the Bordad Scholarly Centre and Fund for Eastern Peoples, Musical Culture of the Academy of Sciences of Tajikistan, and the Center for the Study of Vargan (Jews' harp) Music in Yakutia. There is already a tradition of international festivals and symposia (Samarkand 1984, 1987, Dushanbe 1990, 1991).

The Almaty forum follows this trend but with its own particularities. For the first time the forum concerned itself with the study of traditional music of Turkic peoples, one of the largest ethnic groups inhabiting the vast territory of Central Asia - from the Far East to the Mediterranean. The majority of its peoples live in countries of CIS. Turkic musical culture is rich and varied, with its own distinguishing qualities within each national culture. At the same time exist genetic and typological affinities to other Turkic cultures that foster the study of historical interrelations. It is of historical significance that the Almaty forum provided opportunities to identify new problems, to define basic aims, and develop new perspectives for this developing field of knowledge.

Participants of the Symposium

70 ethnomusicologists from various countries (CIS, Turkey, USA, Germany, Hungary, France, Japan, and Canada) joined 30 scholars from the Republic of Kazakhstan for this meeting.

Honorary guests of the Symposium were traditional musicians who came from the Central Asian Republics, Kazakhstan and other regions of the CIS (Siberia, Volga region, the Urals and Turkey to participate in concerts of traditional music of the Turkic peoples during the Symposium.

Symposium and Conference Programs

The Symposium included a scholarly conference and a festival of Turkic music. The forum included three concerts of Turkic music.

Official conference languages were Kazakh, Russian and English. Abstracts and conference program, published in three languages, were distributed at the beginning of the meeting.

Themes of the Conference

1. Written memorials
2. Genres of traditional music (ritual music, epic, lyric songs
3. Folk musical instruments and instrumental music
4. Traditional music and religious systems
5. Migration and interaction of musical cultures, Musical folklore as a source of historical information on ethnosogenesis of the Turkic peoples

These themes show the breadth of scientific interests and variety of aspects in the study of Turkic music. Although here fields of traditional music, folk musical instruments and instrumental music are already well established with developed academic terminologies and methods of study, the conference showed that more research was needed in the fields of historical sources and iconography, despite several existing works.

Among new promising fields of research considered at the symposium were religious music of the Turkic peoples and musical cultural interaction. The special attention given to religious themes can be called one of the achievements of this forum because under the Soviet regime it was hardly possible to teach religious subjects in academic musical institutions. The same can be said about problems of migrations and interaction of musical cultures which, at present, are of great significance. Although research is being carried out concerning interrelations between musical cultures of Turkic ethnic groups and other peoples, incl. Mongolian, Iranian, Slavic, and Caucasian, links and parallels are not yet fully conceptualized.

Plenary Sessions and Panels:

Prof. Faizulla Aromatly and Dr Bulat Karakulov, experts on musical Turkic traditions, touched upon general and methodological questions in musical Turcology. Other reports were devoted to questions of the epic heritage of the Turkic peoples (Shakhym Gulyaev, Ashgabat), to performance art of the Karakalpak zhyrau's (Karl Reichl, Bonn), to Kyrgyz traditional music (Kamchibek Dushaliev, Bishkek) and instrumental compositions of Yakut' khomus (or Jews' harp) (Ivan Aleksseev, Yakutsk).

The theme “Genres of traditional music” attracted various papers on calendar songs' culture of Central Asia peoples (Rustam Abdullayev, Tashkent), ancient layers of the Kazakh ritual songs (Alma Temirbekova, Almaty), classification of Uzbek wedding songs (Craig Macrae, Tashkent), melodic types in Kazakh Tatar songs (Laszlo Yiikar, Budapest) et al. Some reports were devoted to folk professional lyric songs of Tatar people (Zemphira Saidashava, Kazan), to epic songs, incl. Uigur dastans and their connections with maqam traditions (Abdulaziz Hashimov, Tashkent), and to mythological motives of the common Turkic epic dastan "Edige" and its Nagai variety (Ravil Dzhumanov, Astrakhan).

The most interesting papers were found in the section on "Folk musical instruments and instrumental music" and "Traditional music and religious systems": theory and analysis of Turkic musical instruments (Nekati Gedikli, Izmir, Saule Utegaliyeva, Almaty), scientific research concerning separate national types of Turkic musical instruments, for example, Bashkir's musical instruments (Nailya Akhmetzhanova (Ufa) and their several varieties, in particular Jews' harp (Leo Tadagava, Tokyo), open and closed flutes (Wolf Dietrich, Zornheim), tanbur (Jean-Claude Chabrier, Paris), and Yakut tambourine (Ksenofont Utkin, Yakutsk).

Prof. Gen'ichi Tsuge's report on zoomorphic symbolism in Eurasian musical instruments aroused special interest. Irene Markoff, Toronto, told about the performances technique "baglama", one of the popular genres of Turkish instrumental music. Prof. Josef Pacholczyk, Baltimore, read a paper about non-classical suite traditions in Kashmir.

Many papers of the section "Traditional music and religious systems" made attempts to study the question of interconnection between Turkic music and Arabic religious systems (Guzel Saffullina, Kazan), as well as to study connections among shaman traditions in Turkic societies (Baldyrgan Bakadawoma, Asiya Mukhambetova, Almaty). Some papers considered the phenomenon of rassim in Turkish music as well as in the maqam (Asliddin Nezamov, Dushanbe), the peculiarities of Central Asia religious songs (Alexander Djumaev, Tashkent), and liturgical music of the Alevis in Turkey and India (Akmet Yurir, Istanbul).
Many interesting papers were read in the smaller sessions on "Written memorials" and "Migrations and interaction of musical cultures". It is worth mentioning the reports by Aigul Malkeeva (Tashkent) on Turkic musical instruments in medieval Persian sources, and by Abdumamon Nazarov (Tashkent) on system notation of separate genres in the works of medieval scholars. The paper of Tamara Alinakieva (Almaty) informed about Uighur musical art on material monuments of the Silk Road. Oleg Gerassimo (Yoskaz-Ola) studied ethnomusical connections between Mari and Turkic peoples and Um Hase-kyung (Belfast) looked at the musical life of the Korean community in Kazakhstan.

Results of the Symposium

Participants of the conference released a communique addressed to the leaders of governments of Turkic countries and those inhabited by Turkic peoples. This document underlines that traditional music is an integral part of the spiritual culture and plays an important role in evolution of humanity, the necessity to promote it by using all means, and to actively use traditional music in the education of new generations.

An important outcome of the Symposium was the founding of the 'International Musical Turkic Association' (IMTA). Many scholars attending the forum shared ideas about the necessity of creating a scholarly research center for musical Turcology in Almaty, with its own sound recording archive, bibliographical data base and modern studio for audio-video recordings.

Discussions, after speeches of the section chairs, concentrated on definitions, notions used in West European and local ethnomusicology, as well as on the name of the association. Some researchers defined musical Turcology as one of the fields of ethnomusicology, Jean-Claude Chabrier (Paris) pointed at the inexactness of the name 'musical Turcology'. He noted that the terminaturcology in Western academies is connected with philology and means research of Turkic culture. Actually, also in CIS countries Turcology was primarily established as a philological science. Nevertheless, the meaning of 'musical Turcology' is now determined as: research of musical cultures of the Turkic peoples. Terminological differences which exist between Western and Russian sciences are reflections of various historical, practical and theoretical experiences in the research of traditional music. In order to achieve mutual understanding, more than one year of cooperation will be necessary.

Opinions of participants also diverged on defining the association's activities. Some participants proposed "World of Turkic Music". This name was found to be to vague and meaningless not only traditional but also professional music of Turkic peoples, i.e., according to this definition, the association could also be joined by modern professional musicians and composers with European musical education. Other participants (Faizulla Karomatsy, Tashkent et al.) explained their ideas for establishing an ethnomusicalological association, which, of course, demanded clarification of the name. Many guests supported this idea. They decided that this organization should be dedicated to academic research, but that folk musicians and performers could also participate in the association's activities and be its honored members if they wish.

After long discussion the final version of the name was approved as "International Musical Turkic Association".

The main objective of the association's activities is assistance in the development of musical Turcology, facilitating research in this field of knowledge, promoting musical heritage and present examples of modern folk arts with the help of the latest audio and video recording devices. IMTA will pay attention to the protection and support of professional interests of traditional performers and to the development of museum work.

Furthermore, the association will pursue the establishing of contacts with various centers of ethnomusicology, including academic ties, abroad and within the CIS, the organization of future conferences and symposia, publication of research in the field of musical Turcology, and the organization of affiliates in the republics of CIS and other countries.

In the final session, the assembly discussed and passed the Charter of the Association and elected the president, members of the presidium and the chairs of local affiliates. Dr. Bulat Karakulov was chosen to be the first president of the Association.

The International Musical Turcic Association was officially registered in June 1994 by the Ministry of Justice of Kazakhstan. Steps have been taken to establish local affiliates in Japan, USA, Turkey and in several republics of CIS, inhabited by Turkic peoples.

Members of the new organization are preparing papers of the Symposium "Music of the Turkic Peoples" for publication.

Concluding it should be noted that the Symposium which in fact gave life to a new organization, received a wide resonance among scholars from different countries of the world. We hope that the Almaty forum was an important step for the development of scientific and cultural links between Kazakhstan and other countries of the world.

Saule Utegalieva

LIAISON OFFICER: Lithuania

From 1945 to 1981, during the Soviet era, thirteen musicologists graduated from the Department of History of Music at the Lithuanian Conservatory specializing in the field of ethnomusicology. During the last fourteen years interest in ethnomusicology became more prominent. 24 students took their master degrees from the Department of History of Music, since 1991 the Department of Ethnomusicology, Lithuanian Academy of Music. Currently, over twenty students are working towards their baccalaureats. Below is a listing of the main topics of research done at the above institute:

- local peculiarities of some ancient musical folklore genres (winter and spring time calendar songs, agricultural work's traditional caryings, folk songs, wedding songs, etc.)
- traditional instrumental folk music (shepherds signals, dance music etc.)
- traditional folk choreography (dances, games and round-games)
- traditional Roman Catholic psalms in some of our local folklore traditions
- relationships between small forms of verbal folklore (bird sounds imitations etc.)
- relationships between traditional and professional music
- contemporary developments of traditional folklore

Lithuanian ethnomusicology still concentrates mostly on its own traditional folklore as an important part of a living traditional culture with all its local traditions and customs. Other fields of research, not mentioned above, are the following:
- polyphonic (vautarmes) and homophonic features in melodic lines of two-voice Lithuanian folk songs (D. Raciuaitė, L. Burkaitienė)
- typological classification of Lithuanian folk songs (G. Cetkaištaitė)

Research done in new fields:
Ethnomusicology at the culture Centres were founded during the last 5-6 years with the aim to keep alive and preserve the specific local folklore traditions of their region. All Ethno-culture Centres.

Apart from collecting folklore material which constitutes an ongoing activity of the Centre, Apart from collecting folklore material which constitutes an ongoing activity of the Centre, the Centre also carries out field work research on traditional folk songs, instrumental music and/or traditional dance. Field work research on traditional folk songs, instrumental music and/or traditional dance.

Local folklore archives or small folklore museums can be found throughout the country at high schools, universities, specializing in the humanities, and in all the local Ethnic regions including quite small dialect localities. Local folklore archives or small folklore museums can be found throughout the country at high schools, universities, specializing in the humanities, and in all the local Ethnic regions including quite small dialect localities.

Publications

The most important scientific publications in ethnomusicology of the last 15 years are the following ones:
- Lithuanian lietuviu laidas dalinys (Selected Lithuanian folk songs) 1-9, 1980-1995 (to be continued)
- G. Cetkauskaite: Dezuko melodijos (Dzukai melodies) 1981
- L. Burksaitiene: Aukstaiciu melodijos (The melodies of Aukstaitiai) 1990
- R. Apanavicius et al.: Senosios rankos ir kančiuvos (The ancient canes and playing them) 1990
- M. Balteniene and R. Apanavicius: Lietuviu lietuviu muzikos instrumentai (Ethnic music instruments of Lithuania) 1991
- R. Apanavicius: Baltu cınstrumento įrangos (The Ethnomusicology of the Balts) 1992
- A. Butkus and A. Motuzas: Mazosios lietuvių lietuvių instrumentai ir apeigine muzika (Folk musical instruments and ritual music in Lithuania-Minor) 1994.

Archives

Two of the richest and most important Lithuanian folklore archives are in Vilnius: The Folklore Archive at the Institute of Lithuanian Literature and Folklore (head Dr. hab. Leonidas Sauka) was founded in 1906 and holds now 1,300,000 Lithuanian folklore examples, mainly verbal, in its possession. One can find there about 500,000 folk song texts in manuscripts and about 80,000 tape recordings of such. Apart from collecting folklore material which constitutes an ongoing activity of the archive (10-20,000 new additions each year) it publishes a great number of material from the Lithuanian folklore repertoire as well as scientific publications. One important project involves the publication of 36 volumes of selected Lithuanian folk songs (1-6 volumes for each genre) presenting the most typical examples. So far, nine volumes have been published between 1980 to 1995: children's songs (1 vol.), wedding songs (5 vols.), work songs (1 vol.), war and historical songs (1 vols.), and family songs (1 vol.).

The second important Folklore Archive is part of the Section of Ethnomusicology at the Institute of Musicology, Lithuanian Academy of Music and headed by Mag. Dalia Urbanavičienė. It was founded in 1948 by the patriarch of Lithuanian ethnomusicology, Dr. hab. Jadvyga Ciurlionyte. This archive is specializing in folk music, esp. folk song collections. It owns about 85,000 musical folklore tape recordings, of which about 40,000 texts and melodies were published in over 400 volumes. Also, since 1992, the archive owns about 60 hours of video recordings. The rich collections of this archive served as source material for over 20 great scientific publications, LP records, and CDs with selected typical folklore examples. Each year about 2,000 new tape recordings are added to the archive's property from its ongoing fieldwork research on traditional folk songs, instrumental music and/or traditional choreography descriptions.

Local folklore archives or small folklore museums can be found throughout the country at high schools, universities, specializing in the humanities, and in all the local Ethno-culture Centres. All in all, there are about 20 more or less rich folklore archives in local ethnic regions including quite small dialect localities. All Ethno-culture Centres were founded during the last 5-6 years with the aim to keep alive and preserve the specific local folklore traditions of their region.

Publications

The most important scientific publications in ethnomusicology of the last 15


- Lithuanian Wedding Choreography; Dances with the Bride in Lithuanian Wedding Ceremony. Folk music in Middle-East Europe, traditional wedding ritual (Dubienka n/Bugiem, Poland, July 12-25, 1993).

- The Original Style of Lithuanian Dance - Sutartines (18th Symposium of ICTM STG on Ethnochoreology, Skaniewice, Poland, August 9-18, 1994).


- Musical Isoglosses of Lithuania as the Means of Historical Investigation (9th ESEM Seminar, Barcelona, Spain, September 10-15, 1993).


Ass. Prof. Zita Kelmickaité: Traditional Roman Catholic Psalms as a Part of Traditional Lithuanian Folklore (11th ESEM Conference, Rotterdam, Holland, September 13-18, 1995).

Rimantas Sluzinskas


One can only be surprised about how much serious material was published in our poor Russia during the last two years as a result of our scholarly activity. I enumerate here just a few but, honestly, I am amazed at how much I have done myself. True, I enter on a list here not only Russian ethnomusicalological events and editions in the true sense but selectively some materials from other republics which are now independent. However all of them quite often contain the information from the ex-USSR in general, including Russia proper, and to take it into consideration, I am absolutely sure, is really important for modern Russian ethnomusicology.

1993


The index includes many ethnomusicalological items and special rubrics.


The volume includes a few ethnomusicalological articles, reviews, and materials: about Russian folk epics (by Vsevolod Korguzalov, Alexander Kastrov, and Tat'yana Ivanova), folk ballads (by Valeriyana Eremina, Yuri Marchenko, and Lyubov Petrova), and review of the first American edition of our famous musical collection of Russian folk songs by Nikolai Lyov and Ivan Prach (1790) edited by Malcolm H.Brown with an introduction by Margarita Mazo (London, 1987), written by young ethnomusicologist Aliona D. Troitskaya, before she came to an untimely end in the December 1994.

P.S. "Russkij Folklor" vol. 28 was published in 1995 with a subtitle "Epic Traditions" (29 articles, 3 reviews and bibliography. 439 pp. With music. In Russian.


Table of contents: Elena Vasileva, Victor Lapin 'Interethnic Space of Traditional Culture'; Izaly Zemtsovsky 'World Music as the New Scholarly and Pedagogical Discipline'; Mikhail Lobanov 'Melodic Type: Illusions and Reality'; Vladimir Koshelev 'Onchainka Timofeev - skomorokh (wandering minstrel-cum-clown, buffoon) of the duke Skopin'; Yuri Boiko 'Intonational Elements of Chastushka Spasovskaya'; Alexander Kudryavtsev 'Eastern Slavc 'Kan' and City Folk Song'.


Pedagogic of the Small Numbered Ural People (Samodiyacs, Ugorsk, and Finish groups).
The brochure includes the American period of Linyova's activity in 1892-1896 as well.
See chapter 2: "Musical Folkloristics"; Chapter 3: "Ethnomusicology and Phenomenology of Folk Culture".
Abstracts were published in Russian.
The album offers an anthology of epic-like ballads and parables (in Russian "stikhi" - verses) recorded from Russian narrators in Obonezhye. The folklorized plots in many "verses" can be traced back to written sources, such as the Bible, Saints lives, and the Apocrypha. Historical phonograms from the years 1896-1926 have been restored from cylinders and are being released for the first time. So-called modern recordings were made in 1932, 1934, 1940, 1984-1986. Comments by Dmitri Balashov and Alexander Kastrov. St. Petersburg, 1993.
All these instruments are not tied together and were usually played one by one.
1994

Articles by Max Goldin, Abram Kaplan, and Izaly Zemtsovsky. The songs are published as originally documented, without musical arrangement, and interesting variants are provided in the commentary. The Yiddish texts are published in transliteration utilizing the Russian system of Yiddish romanization, for which a guide is provided.


Supplement


This is the first publication of unknown musical manuscripts dated back to the 1840s-1940s including the largest collection of prince Vladimir Fiodorovich Odoevsky [1804-1809] and his historical recordings in the analytical transcription of Evgeny Vladimirovich Gippius [1903-1985] with comments by Bernard Graanovsky.


**ICTM MEETING CALENDAR**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event Description</th>
<th>Organizer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>29 April</td>
<td>Gothenburg, Sweden, One-day Meeting on Ethnomusicology, Gender and Pedagogies</td>
<td>Margaret Myers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>15-20 May</td>
<td>Burgos, Spain, STG Chair: Tilman Seebass, Theme: Music and Dance in Pictures of Popular and Courtly Feasts (Southern Europe, 1500-1750)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>5-11 August</td>
<td>Castle of Trest, Czech Republic, STG Chair: Daniela Stavelova, STG on Ethnochoreology - 19th Symposium, Theme: Dance and Style; Children and Traditional Dancing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>September</td>
<td>Sofia, Bulgaria, Chair: Emil Lubej, STG on Music and Gender, Theme: Gender and the Musics of Death</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>27-30 August</td>
<td>Limassol, Cyprus, STG on Music Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ICTM MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION**

Please check the appropriate box and mail with your address and remittance to

ICTM
Department of Music
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New York, NY 10027
USA

I / We wish to join the International Council for Traditional Music as

- LIFE MEMBER
- JOINT LIFE MEMBERS
- ORDINARY MEMBER
- JOINT MEMBERS
- STUDENT MEMBER
- SUPPORTED MEMBER (please see reverse for information)
- CORPORATE MEMBER
- INSTITUTIONAL SUBSCRIBER

Name and title:

Address:

I enclose payment in the amount of US$, to cover dues/subscription for 19__

Date

Signature

REMITTANCE is payable to ICTM in US funds either by check drawn on an American bank or by International Money Order. BANK CHARGES ARE YOUR RESPONSIBILITY. STUDENT MEMBERSHIP RATES are offered for a maximum of FIVE years. Proof of student status must accompany payment. Please do not send Eurochecks.

F:+212-678-2513 or 854-1309 - T:+212-678-0332 - e-mail: ICTM@woof.music.columbia.edu

Bank Account: ICTM #4684-0515 at Citibank, N.A., New York
MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION

To be a member in good standing, entitled to participate in the activities of the Council, to vote, and to receive the Council’s publications, you must have paid your membership fee for the current year (and any preceding year since you became a member). Yearbooks will be mailed only to paid-up members.

Modes of Payment

Dues are payable to INTERNATIONAL COUNCIL FOR TRADITIONAL MUSIC (or ICTM) in US Dollars by either a check drawn on a bank in the USA or by International Money Order. UNESCO COUPONS will be accepted were applicable. EUROCHECKS can not be processed and will be returned. BANK CHARGES are the responsibility of the remitter. Please mail your dues payment to ICTM, Dept of Music, 417 Dodge, Columbia University, New York, N.Y. 10027, USA.

Non-USA Members: Several ICTM groups (NCs, STGs) are offering their members the possibility to send ICTM dues payments to an address in their home country, mostly to the address of the NC/STG chairperson who in turn sends a collect transfer annually to the secretariat in New York with all necessary information. Please investigate this possibility.

Advance Payments

Dues will be accepted for a 2-year period at the annual rate of the first year covered, provided the payment is received before October 1 of that year. Payments received at a later date or covering longer periods will be accepted only on account.

Address Changes

Closing dates for our mailing list are March 1 and October 1. Please notify the Secretariat immediately of changes or inaccuracies in your address as currently listed.

Supported Membership

Ordinary members who are able to sponsor one (or more) individual/institution(s) in a soft currency country are urged to do so by paying an additional fee of US$20.00 for each sponsored subscription (US$10.00 for a student). Name and address of the supported member should be sent with the remittance. If the recipient is not named, ICTM will award the supported membership to one (or more) individual/institution(s) in such country.

Joint Memberships (Life Members /Ordinary Members)

This category is available for a husband and wife who both wish to join. They will receive one copy of the Yearbook and the Bulletin, but otherwise enjoy all privileges of Ordinary Members.

Student Membership

Members may take advantage of Student Membership rates for a maximum of five years. Please send proof of student status together with your payment.

Note: Please make this Membership Application form available to prospective members of the Council.
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CANADA - Chair: Dr. Judith Cohen
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DENMARK - President: Dr. Lisbet Torp
c/o Dansk Selskab for Traditonal Musik og Dans, Københavnvej 23
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FINLAND - Secretary: Johannes Helikki
c/o Kansalaismusiikin keskusliitto, Sirkalantie 404, FIN-39170 Jumesniemi

GERMANY - Chair: Prof. Dr. Marianne Bröcker
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JAMAICA - Chair: Dr. Olive Lewis
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KOREA - Chair: Prof. Kwon Oh-Sung
Han Yang University, 17 Haengdong Dong, Sungdongku, Seoul 133-791
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Cantemirusstraat 106, NL-1093 VC Amsterdam

NORWAY - President: Ruth Anne Moore
c/o Norsk folkmusikkklub - Radet for folkmusikk og folke dans, RFF-senteret, N-7055 Dragvoll

OMAN - Chair: Khalfan al-Bawani
c/o Oman Centre for Traditional Music, P.O.B.1000 code 111 Seeb

POLAND - President: Prof. Anna Ciekanowska
Inst. Muzykologii, U. Warszawski, ul. Zawiski w Wiguri 93, PL-02 089 Warsaw

SLOVAKIA - President: Prof. Dr. Oskár Elshek
Ostav-Hudobnej Vedy, Slovenska akadémia vied
Dúbravská cesta 9, 841 05 Bratislava

SWEDEN - President: Dr. Krister Malm
Musikmuseet, Box 16326, S-103 26 Stockholm

SWITZERLAND - President: Pietro Bianchi
Coroentral 4a, CH-6900 Lugano

UNITED KINGDOM - Chair: Dr. Richard Widdess
c/o British Forum for Ethnomusicology
Centre of Music Studies-SOAS, University of London
Throghough Street, Russell Square, London WC1H 0XG

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA - Chair: Prof. Ricardo Trumillo
c/o Society for Ethnomusicology, SHAPS, Music Hall, University of Hawai‘i
Honolulu, HI 96822-2318

VENEZUELA - President: Isabel Arez de Ramon y Rivera
Fundacion de Ethnomusicologia y Folklore
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